IF YOU LIKE

BOOK SERIES
YOU MIGHT LIKE...
The Southern Vampire Mysteries (True Blood Novels) by Charlaine Harris
Dead Until Dark (1) / Living Dead in Dallas (2) / Club Dead (3)
Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time cocktail waitress in small-town Louisiana, until the vampire
of her dreams walks into her life. When one of her coworkers checks out, she decides that maybe
having a vampire for a boyfriend isn't such a bright idea.
Outlander by Diana Gabaldon
Outlander (1) / Dragonfly in Amber (2) / Voyager(3)
Hurtled back through time more than two hundred years to 1743 Scotland, Claire Randall finds
herself caught in the midst of an unfamiliar world torn apart by violence, pestilence, and revolution
and haunted by her growing feelings for a young soldier, James Fraser
The Dark Tower by Stephen King
The Gunslinger (1) / The Drawing of the Three (2) / The Waste Lands (3)
The Gunslinger is a haunting figure, on a spellbinding journey into good and evil, in a desolate world
which frighteningly echoes our own. In his first step towards the powerful and mysterious Dark
Tower, Roland encounters an alluring woman named Alice, and faces an agonizing choice between
damnation and salvation as he pursues the Man in Black.
All Souls Trilogy by Deborah Harkness
A Discovery of Witches (1) / Shadow of Night (2) / The Book of Life (3)
Witch and Yale historian Diana Bishop discovers an enchanted manuscript, attracting the attention
of 1,500-year-old vampire Matthew Clairmont. The orphaned daughter of two powerful witches,
Bishop prefers intellect, but relies on magic when her discovery of a palimpsest documenting the
origin of supernatural species releases an assortment of undead who threaten, stalk, and harass her
The Brilliance Trilogy by Marcus Sakey
Brilliance (1) / A Better World (2) / Written in Fire (3)
Nick Cooper, a federal agent, has gifts rendering him exceptional at hunting terrorists. His latest
target may be the most dangerous man alive, a brilliant drenched in blood and intent on provoking
civil war. But to catch him, Cooper will have to violate everything he believes in--and betray his own
kind.

